
Link - Open Source Software Applications to underpin the open Smart City system infrastructure and 
governance 

The world’s data is currently in many different data silos without any systemic way to bring them together to enable the IOT 
interoperability benefits seen by many. The need for open systems and open data flows to significantly reduce costs and 
protect against locked in situations and data monopolies is well understood. Open data flows are fundamental to enabling the
inter personal, industry and regional data sharing which is required for the closed loop automation to underpins the smart city
revolution. 

There is considerable focus on technical aspects of open device and cloud based computing but there appears to be little 
focus on an open data approach as the blood which runs through the system and is common to all. Data connectivity requires
a universal “open data access and exchange protocol” which does not currently exist. We believe that the core problem which
has held this back is the lack of a smart society vision & framework, business & structured data model, combined with a 
practical systemic & scalable commercial opportunity to bring the key stakeholders together to have this conversation.   

Our objective here is to start this conversation in context of the CommunityLink smart society vision and the Smart City Phase 
1 Systems re-engineering Business case to create a “decentralised local industry platform” to provide Councils globally with a 
multi – vendor smart platform solution to enable smart city automation creating community benefits and multi-million dollar 
cost savings.

To create a local industry platform/data hub as a decentralized, autonomous system we see at least three open source 
imperatives/functions including blockchain to ensure i. localised citizen & community establishment and control of their Data 
Hub ii. Citizen ownership of their private data and community stewardship of aggregated hub data/associated collective 
purchasing benefits and iii. inter personal, regional and industry data sharing. 

We have done extensive research and have identified 3 open source platforms with over $25ml invested which can be 
integrated as part of the CL phase 1 smart city product roadmap to create the underlying system to deliver to the Sunshine 
Coast Smart city specification and recreate nationally/globally. They are; 

i. SAFE Community - Decentralised data storage and communications network with internal value exchange 

The fledgling SAFE system has the potential to provides a secure, efficient, no/low cost ICT infrastructure through the 
reuse of existing resources. Communities and Industries can establish their own Close group and data hub for minimal set
up and ongoing maintenance cost (link to pg 4 in Maidsafe business case) and an internal value exchange method to 
manage closed loop smart city (clip the ticket) automation to ensure accurate vendor payment. 

https://safenetwork.org/
https://safenetwork.org/
http://ulb.com.au/files/Maidsafe_Business_Overview_V2_1.pdf#20
http://ulb.com.au/files/Maidsafe_Business_Overview_V2_1.pdf#20


Existing large and small scale businesses can migrate to the SAFE methodology (link to pg 20 in Maidsafe business 
overview). The Maidsafe illustrates the Dropbox example of the potential to save $160 million a year of a $200ml p.a. 
cost.  For large corporates connectivity with the new CommunityLink smart interconnected system as a new distribution 
channel can be a natural next low risk step. 

ii. Hypercat –  Alliance and standard driving secure and interoperable Internet of Things for Industry and 
Smart Cities

Hypercat is a new specification that effectively acts as an address book for data hubs holding information transmitted by 
net-connected device. It will allow any IoT-capable device to interoperate easily with other devices without the need for 
intervention from a human programmer. The vision for Hypercat as a standard is to drive a secure and interoperable IoT 
for Smart Cities and Industry. Hypercat was initially funded in 2013 with a £6.5 million investment by the UK Government.

iii. Blockchain – Public Ledger/Smart Contract

A Blockchain smart contract/public ledger is a key component to be integrated with the SAFE and Hyperlink systems
to create the Foundation CommunityLink Data hub which can then be customise to the Phase 1 Smart city product 
roadmap requirement.  We can naturally leverage off, harness and support the global blockchain revolution 
underway as illustrated in this Blockchain and how it will change everything link.  

http://www.smh.com.au/business/banking-and-finance/blockchain-and-how-it-will-change-everything-20160204-gmmd6e.html
http://www.multichain.com/
http://www.hypercat.io/

